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Abstract. The demand for digitisation of complex engineering draw-
ings becomes increasingly important for the industry given the pressure
to improve the efficiency and time effectiveness of operational processes.
There have been numerous attempts to solve this problem, either by
proposing a general form of document interpretation or by establishing
an application dependant framework. Moreover, text/graphics segmen-
tation has been presented as a particular form of addressing document
digitisation problem, with the main aim of splitting text and graphics
into different layers. Given the challenging characteristics of complex
engineering drawings, this paper presents a novel sequential heuristics-
based methodology which is aimed at localising and detecting the most
representative symbols of the drawing. This implementation enables the
subsequent application of a text/graphics segmentation method in a more
effective form. The experimental framework is composed of two parts:
first we show the performance of the symbol detection system and then
we present an evaluation of three different state of the art text/graphic
segmentation techniques to find text on the remaining image.
Keywords: Complex engineering drawing · Digitisation · Text/graphics
segmentation · Connected component analysis
1 Introduction
We define a complex engineering drawing (CED) as any type of schematic dia-
gram which aims at representing the flow or constitution of a circuit, a process, a 
plant or a device. Unlike the classical definition of an engineering drawing (ED) 
which includes standard logical gate circuits, mechanical or architectural draw-
ings, through this new definition we intend to characterise a specific subset of 
EDs with a complexity that demands a more advanced series of methods for their 
automated digitisation. Some examples of CEDs are process and instrumenta-
tion diagrams (P&IDs), chemical process diagrams, complex circuit diagrams, 
telephone manholes and facility drawings. An example of a portion of a P&ID 
is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of a portion of a process and instrumentation diagram
While ED digitisation has been largely reviewed and addressed in literature
[1,2,7,8,15,20–22,27,34] the digitisation and contextualisation of CEDs still con-
veys several problems such as:
– Size: A single page of a CED contains about 100 different types of represen-
tations and around 150 symbols. Moreover, several pages (100 to 1000) may
be required to represent a single process or structure.
– Symbols: Besides the conventional problem of variability in size, direction and
position of symbols, CEDs present different symbol standards for different
industries, and even when comparing two CEDs designed within a same com-
pany, standards may vary due to time. This leads to the constant employment
of new symbols to describe incompatible elements. Hence, creating a symbol
repository for training purposes [15] is sometimes not a viable solution.
– Connections: CEDs contain a dense and entangled structure of different types
of connectors which represent physical and logical relations between symbols.
Various type of connectors are usually depicted using different sizes and thick-
ness, and thus methods based on thinning [27] become limited.
– Text : It is common that CEDs contain a large amount of codes and anno-
tations (printed or handwritten). Moreover, connectors may also have cor-
responding text which contains important information such as the width of
a connector. In general, CEDs are filled with a considerable amount of text
which must be identified as well, since it is key for symbol recognition and
drawing contextualisation.
Given the importance of text detection for CED digitisation and contextual-
isation, a particular kind of methodology called text/graphics segmentation can
be considered for this task. For the past 35 years, it is possible to identify a vast
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amount of literature related to text/graphics segmentation methods for docu-
ment images [9,12,13,17,24,30,31]. These methods may have a general purpose
or be directed to a certain application domain, such as maps [5,29], book pages
[6,32] and EDs [4,23]. While the characteristics of CEDs difficult the straightfor-
ward application of these methods, if a robust preprocessing and segmentation
of symbols and connectors is applied to the CED in advance, then text/graphics
segmentation becomes a viable option to locate the text remaining on the image.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the related
work in text/graphics segmentation. Section 3 presents our proposed methodol-
ogy to address the problem at hand. Section 4 contains the description of our
experimental setting and the discussion of the results. Finally, Sect. 5 is reserved
for conclusions and future work.
2 Related Work
In [1], Ablameyko and Uchida performed a review on ED digitisation methods,
focusing on methods to detect symbols, connectors and text. Authors denote that
most methods separate text from graphics either before or after ED vectorisa-
tion. Moreover, they noticed that text is commonly identified by using heuris-
tics which help the system select either single characters or complete strings
through certain constraints such as size, directional characteristics or complex-
ity. Once text is isolated, the system either groups characters as strings within
a certain space or erodes non-character shapes to keep text only. Most recently
in [33], Wei et al. published a study on methodologies used for text detection
in outdoor scene images. Authors found that text detection in most domains
require two steps: character segmentation and string grouping. The first task
is usually addressed through region-based methods, connected component (CC)
analysis [28] or hybrid methods, while the second one is solved through a rule
set approach, a clustering method or by learning algorithms. So far in literature,
text/graphic segmentation methods mostly rely on CC analysis for character
segmentation and rule-based string grouping.
In 1988, Fletcher and Kasturi [13] presented an algorithm to find text in
printed drawings regardless of position, orientation or size of the text. The
method consists on first applying CC analysis to the drawing in order to locate
each character and graphic, discarding the ones longer than a size threshold
and a height-to-width ratio threshold. To group characters into strings, authors
introduce a methodology for linear analysis based on applying the Hough trans-
form [18] to the centroids of the text CCs, which is a widely used method that
has been applied to find lines [11,25], arbitrary shapes [3] and in more recent
work, to locate partial images within their full counterparts [26]. This system
has become a largely replicated solution due to its versatility and simplicity,
however one of its greatest disadvantages is the incapability of the system to
correctly identify individual characters and text overlapping lines or even other
characters.
In 1998, Lu [23] presented a text/graphic separation method for characters
in EDs. This method aims at erasing non-text and graphics from the ED to leave
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text only. Authors proposes a series of rule-based steps consisting on (1) erasing
large line components, (2) erasing non-text shapes by analysing stroke density
instead of size constraints and (3) grouping character into strings through a brush
and opening operation to form new CCs, followed by a second parameter check
on this newly formed CCs which restores miss-detected characters into their
respective strings. The method deals better with the problem of text overlapping
lines since most characters are left on the image and can be recovered on the
last step. However, this method is very prone to identify false positives (such as
small components or curved lines) and depends on text strings to be apart from
each other so that the string grouping is executed correctly.
In 2002, Tombre et al. [31] presented an upgrade on [13] for document images
rich in graphics. Authors increase the number of constraints on the first step of
the original method so that the best enclosing rectangle of a shape identified
as text is considered before analysing the CC. In addition, since the density
and the elongation of the CCs are calculated and analysed for the text/graphic
distinction, authors create a third layer where small elongated elements (i.e.
“1”, “—”, “l”, “-” or dot-dash connectors) are stored. At the second stage of the
algorithm, authors propose alternative strategies to compute the string grouping
in the Hough transform domain, which according to the characteristics of the
document image, could lead to better or worse results. Finally authors add an
extension of string step where shapes on the small elongated element space are
restored into the text space into their respective strings according to an analysis
of proximity. Other interesting papers that present improvements on CC analysis
based text/graphics segmentation are He and Abe [17], where clustering is used
to improve each step, Tan and Ng [30] where a pyramid version of the image
is used to group strings, or Chowdhury et al. [6] that proposes a multi decision
tree for a more specific segmentation.
Regarding work for text detection in other areas, the method for outdoor
scenes proposed by Wei et al. [33] is based on an exhaustive segmentation app-
roach, which means that multiple image binarisations are generated from a single
image using the minimum and maximum gray pixel value as threshold range.
Then, candidate character regions are determined for each binarisation based
on CC analysis, and non-character regions are filtered out through a two-step
strategy composed of a rule set and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
working on a set of features i.e. area ratio, stroke-width variation, intensity, Euler
number [16] and Hu moments [19]. After combining all true character regions
through clustering, authors implement an edge cut approach for string grouping.
This consists of first establishing a fully connected graph of all characters, and
then calculating the true edges based on a second SVM classifier using a second
set of features i.e. size, colour, intensity and stroke width. This method clearly
results in a more complex and robust approach to the problem at hand, however
it is difficult to implement on printed drawings. Nonetheless, methods of this
nature lead us to realise that there are interesting alternatives to the classical
text/graphics segmentation methods in literature.
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3 Methodology
We propose a sequential heuristics-based methodology which is aimed at local-
ising and removing the most representative symbols of the drawing, with the
aim of preparing the image for the use of a text-graphics segmentation method
which can detect text characters across the remaining image. In summary, the
complete CED digitisation framework consists on the following steps:
1. Preprocessing.
2. Image resizing.
3. Detection of representative shapes.
(a) Linear components.
(b) Connectivity symbols.
(c) Remaining geometrical symbols.
4. Text/Graphics Segmentation.
3.1 Heuristics-Based Symbol Detection
After applying preprocessing methods such as thresholding and noise removal,
it has been noticed that several CEDs are surrounded by a blank frame which
increase the size of the file and hence the time for digitisation. To discard this
outer frame automatically, we apply a Canny edge detector on the image. Then,
the resulting image is dilated using a cross structural element recursively, intend-
ing to connect all the schematics contained. Finally, a CC analysis is run, and
only the portion of the original drawing located on the bounding box of the
dilated image is considered as the input of the system.
While most text/graphics segmentation methods suggest to discard indis-
tinctively all lines larger than a certain threshold (usually dependent on the
average character height) either by analysing CCs of a large width or height
[13] or by scanning the image for large sequences of pixels across different image
inclinations [23], in CEDs large lines represent different aspects of the drawing
based on their length and thickness. For instance, in P&IDs there are thick and
long lines that represent pipelines or the outline of a vessel, thick and short lines
that represent smaller symbols such as emergency shut down valves, and thin
and long lines that represent the margin line, connectors, symbols. Therefore, a
more thoughtful detection methodology has been implemented so that each long
line is correctly localised within its context and thus the classification complexity
can be reduced. To do so, the first aim is to detach symbols and text from con-
nectors and large elements. Given h and w representing the height and the width
of the input image respectively, the image is dilated two separate times using a
rectangular structuring elements of size (1× h/m) and (w/m × 1) respectively.
Variable m must be set to a high value (i.e. one third of the size of the longer
edge of the image) to allow the horizontal and vertical lines to be maintained
to the most on each image after the dilation. Then, both images are combined
to create a new image containing only large lines. The pixels of the input image
which are not included in this image are considered either part of other symbols
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or text. Afterwards, a blur operation is applied to the resulting image so that
the thicker lines can be distinguished from the thin ones. Thick line segments are
analysed as follows; if one or more thick line segments conform a loop, then this
is a representation of a thick line symbol/vessel, otherwise this line represents
a connector. Searching for loop elements in an image can be addressed through
several means, such as finding the Euler number [16], an enclosing chain code
[14] or by contour detection. Regarding thin lines, these are classified according
to their localisation. If the line is long and close to the image border, then it is
a margin line; otherwise it is a connector line.
The next step is to locate symbols which are characteristic of the drawing
and that have properties which allow their detection in more efficient manners.
Such is the case of continuity labels, which are text-boxes in the end of thick con-
nector lines which indicate the connection of the represented piping to another
drawing. Since these labels are located on either side of the schematic, they can
be located by scanning the new image either applying template matching or CC
analysis. Given that these labels contain text, it is recommended to segment con-
tinuity labels along with the contained text for this to be used on later stages.
For instance, a learning methodology could be applied to analyse this text in
advance and deduce the average text size so that the subsequent text/graphics
segmentation step can be automated and thus more effective.
Finally, geometrical symbols such as circles and polygons can be located. Cir-
cles may be found within dot-dash connectors or representing symbols, and can
be segmented through the application of the Hough circles method [3] taking into
consideration factors such as size and localisation to avoid false positives within
text. On the other hand, polygons can be detected through contour detection
and approximation, by means of methods such as the Douglas-Peucker algo-
rithm [10]). If these instrumentation symbols contain text, this creates a second
opportunity to read text or learn its properties in advance.
3.2 Text/Graphics Segmentation
Once the image without the aforementioned symbols and connectors has been
generated, a text/graphics segmentation method can be applied. The main aim
at this stage is to distinguish characters and group text strings considering the
following limitations:
– Symbols and connectors left : Long or dashed lines representing connectors
or measuring indicators, as well as symbols such as grid areas, irregular or
disconnected polygons e.g. arrowheads, diamonds, trapezoids, or loop free
symbols (a capacitor or a resistance) may still be present in the diagram.
Examples are shown in Fig. 2a.
– String size irregularity : The characters to be grouped into strings present
irregular shapes and sizes. While in some cases the string is vertical or hori-
zontal, some others it is split into rows. Furthermore, in some cases a symbol
splits the string either top-bottom or left-right in Fig. 2b, different string
shapes and sizes are shown.
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Fig. 2. Examples of limitations found in a P&ID once symbols found through the
heuristics-based method have been removed. (a) Symbols and connectors left, (b) string
size irregularity and (c) character overlapping
– Punctuation signs: It is of particular interest to avoid discarding punctuation
sings (i.e. inches symbols, periods and commas) without wrongfully identify-
ing them as noisy components
– Character Overlapping : Some of the text characters may overlap symbols and
connectors, or even other characters, as shown in Fig. 2c.
To that aim, the most widely used text/graphics segmentation methods used
on EDs are based on CC analysis. As described in Sect. 2, once CC analysis is
done, characters and graphics are split into separate layers according to different
variables according to the application and the system design, such as area, height-
to-width ratio, stroke density, pixel density, elongation, number of loops, etc.
Furthermore, some other methods create a third layer to store elongated elements
(i.e. letters “l” and “i” or symbols “-” and “/”).
4 Experiments and Results
After describing the drawings that compose the dataset used for experimenta-
tion, we briefly report the results of applying the heuristics-based methodology
on the drawings to detect and segment as many representative symbols as pos-
sible. Then, we compare the character detection effectiveness of three state of
the art text/graphics segmentation methods on either the original images of
the dataset or on the image after the application of the heuristics-based symbol
detection. This way, we aim to verify that detecting and segmenting the most
representative symbols in advance leads to an improvement in the character
detection.
4.1 Dataset Used
We have compiled from an industrial partner a collection of P&ID drawings
with a large and dense quantity of symbols, connectors and text (an example
of these drawings is shown in Fig. 1). Images have been scanned at a 300 dpi
resolution resulting on average in 3508 × 2479 pixels size. In total, the draw-
ings on the collection contain an average of 2.9 thick line symbols/vessels, 41
circular instrumentation symbols, 32.7 circles within dot-dash connectors, 6.6
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continuity labels, 34.6 polygons (triangles, squares and hexagons) plus tenths
of other irregular and unclassified symbols. Furthermore, drawings contain over
one hundred text strings each, which range from 1 to 24 characters of length and
may be grouped in different shapes and extensions according to the process or
instrumentation described.
4.2 Heuristics-Based Method
After preprocessing, the image is reduced on average 85.28% from its original
size. Afterwards, the image is inspected for line components. This system success-
fully distinguishes pipeline connectors (blue), margin lines (purple) and vessels
(cyan) as shown in Fig. 3.
Successively, the method is capable of finding all continuity labels for all
drawings easily, (red box in Fig. 3a). Furthermore, with the proper tuning of
the radius we are capable of locating all large circles representing two types
of instrumentations (red and yellow circles in Fig. 3b). Moreover, an average of
96.52% of small circles within dot-dash connectors are detected (light green cir-
cles in Fig. 3c) by using the circle detection method plus deducing the location
of the missed small circles by analysing the dot-dash connector itself. To that
aim, the image is scanned and all small linear segments adjacent to small cir-
cles (dark green) are identified as connectors. Using the small circles and line
segments, the path of the dot-dash connector can be constituted and the miss-
ing circles are located. Also, circles within symbols such as valves can be found
by using a similar approach. Finally, the polygon detection algorithm based on
contour detection is capable of locating an average of 83.32% of the squares,
diamonds and triangles on the datasets. Notice that this is the least accurate
Fig. 3. Result of applying the sequential heuristics-based methodology on Fig. 1 (Color
figure online)
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of the detectors since this step depends on polygon approximation methods and
thus, many of these symbols are not correctly approximated once their contours
are detected.
4.3 Comparison of Character Detection in Text/Graphics
Segmentation Methods
We have tested the character detection feature of three text/graphics segmen-
tation methods in literature: Fletcher and Kasturi [13], Lu [23] and Tombre
et al. [31]. These methods have been selected since they are the base of most
existing methods and because they present the two step approach described in
Sect. 2 (character detection and string grouping) and thus this enables a fair
comparison.
In order to test whether the inclusion of the heuristics-based symbol detec-
tion method leads to an improvement and to compare the accuracy of the
text/graphics segmentation methods, we have applied these methods both with-
out and with the previous application of the heuristic-based symbol detection on
our P&ID dataset. We present in Table 1 a comparison of precision, recall and
runtime for the six possible scenarios.
Table 1. Comparison of accuracy (precision and recall) and average runtime between
the character detection methods without or with the previous application of the
heuristics-based symbol detection.
No heuristics-based detection With heuristics-based detection
Character detection Precision Recall Runtime (s) Precision Recall Runtime (s)
Fletcher and Kasturi [13] 0.37 1 0.93 0.91 0.98 12.14
Lu [23] 0.39 1 14.88 0.93 0.98 18.35
Tombre et al. [31] 0.47 1 234.61 0.98 0.84 185.72
With respect to the accuracy, notice that the three methods present the high-
est possible recall given that they are capable of including all existing text; how-
ever since a large amount of false positives are included, precision is reduced. In
contrast, the character detection methods after the application of the heuristics-
based detection present high precision while mantaining a good recall, consid-
ering that in steps identify text. Notice that the precision using [31] is lower
than in the other cases given that we are not considering the small elongated
components that have yet to be classified as text or graphics during the string
grouping phase.
Regarding the runtime to compute the full process, notice that the first two
cases delay more when performing heuristics-based segmentation plus character
detection than when applying character detection only. However, it can be appre-
ciated that if [31] is used, it is less time consuming to apply both processes rather
than applying character detection on the original image. This occurs because at
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the character detection stage there are less CCs to analyse after the symbol
detection has taken place. Therefore, we infer that when applying more robust
text/graphics segmentation methods using more complex filtering, applying a
previous symbol detection could not only lead to an improvement in accuracy,
but also in the runtime of the system overall. Tests where performed using a PC
with Intel 3.4GHz CPU and Windows 10 operating system.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a symbol detection method aimed at improving
the application of text/graphics segmentation on CEDs. This method uses an
heuristic-based approach to detect and segment the most representative sym-
bols of the drawing, using as example the case of a P&ID. We have tested our
system on a collection of drawings with a large and dense quantity of symbols,
connectors and text, and we have noticed that a high amount of symbols can be
recognised if the algorithm is properly set and the characteristics of the drawing
are understood in advance. Moreover, we have performed a comparison between
different state of the art methods that perform character detection on engineer-
ing drawings. We apply three character detection methods in two cases: on the
original image or on the image after the heuristics-based symbol detection has
been applied. We have seen that the character detection after the symbol detec-
tion outperforms the application on the original image, since less false positives
are detected and less strings have to be processed. Furthermore, the average run-
time of applying each scenario has been calculated, noticing that for the most
robust text/graphics segmentation method, an improvement in runtime can be
achieved if the symbol detection is applied beforehand.
There is a clear room for further work in this area, given the large need for
digitisation systems for CEDs. Firstly, we aim at completing the text/graphics
segmentation process and test different grouping strings methodologies. Also,
we aim at considering more advanced heuristics which allow to overcome usual
problems in CEDs such as character overlapping. Finally, we intend to test our
proposed methodology in more datasets containing a wider range of symbols and
characteristics.
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